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change
Unlike before, the consumer
within the eyewear category
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From technology-supported
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conveniently, the idea of
shopping for eyewear
has changed entirely. A
revolution of change has
revived the way the market
was previously eyed. What
awaits the segment?
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With a bold and innovative mix of retail,
entertainment, and leisure facilities,
PINKWALK, the upcoming project from
Mangalam Group and SSB Group will
redeϔine Jaipur’s lifestyle shopping
experience
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inspiring and uplifting. Surviving through
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Khadim has been synonymous with
providing the nation with affordable
footwear that is high on style. Over the
years the brand has not only gained a
steady following but has changed its course
of action too to bring in new strategies for
growth
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signing up with a celebrity as a leading
investor and ambassador are big on the
trend. Let’s dissect this a little closer

Retailers today need to ϔinetune their
strategy and be Omnichannel-inclusive to
offer a seamless customer experience
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